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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we introduce and study a new class of generalized set-valued strongly 
nonlinear implicit variational inequalities in Hilbert spaces. We construct the algorithm for solving 
this kind of generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequality problem by using 
the auxiliary principle technique of Glowinski, Lions, and Tremolieres, prove the existence of solutions 
for this class of generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequalities and the 
convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that variational inequality theory and complementarity problem theory are 
very powerful tools of the current mathematical technology. In recent years, classical variational 
inequality and complementarity problem have been extended and generalized to study a wide class 
of problems arising in mechanics, physics, optimization and control, nonlinear programming, 
economics and transportation equilibrium, and engineering science, etc. For details, we refer 
to [1-23] and the references therein. 
In 1994, Yao [2] introduced and studied new generalized variational inequalities for single- 
valued mappings, which include the variational inequalities considered by Allen [10], Browder [14], 
Harker and Pang [15], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [16], Lions and Stampacchia [17], Nagurney 
[18], Noor [19-22], etc., as special cases. 
Inspired and motivated by recent research works [2,3], in this paper, we introduce and study 
a new class of generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequality. We con- 
struct the algorithm for solving this kind of generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit 
variational inequality problem by using the auxiliary principle technique of Glowinski, Lions and 
Tremolieres [11], prove the existence of solutions for this class of generalized set-valued strongly 
nonlinear implicit variational inequalities and the convergence of iterative sequences generated 
by the algorithm. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let H be a real Hilbert space endowed with a norm I1' II, and inner product (., .). Given 
single-valued mappings g : H --* H, f : H --* RU{+~ } and N : H × H --* H, and set-valued 
mappings T ,A  : H ---* 2 H, we consider the following problem: find u • H, y • Tu ,  z • Au,  such 
that 
(gv - gu, N(y ,  z)) >_ f (u )  - f (v ) ,  Vv  • H. (2.1) 
Problem (2.1) is called the generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequal- 
ity. 
SPECIAL CASES 
CASE 1. If N(y ,  z) = y - z, then problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u • H, y • Tu,  z • Au, 
such that 
(gv - gu, y - z) >_ f (u )  - f (v ) ,  Vv  • H, (2.2) 
which is called the generalized set-valued nonlinear implicit variational inequality. 
CASE 2. If T and A are both single-valued mappings, then problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding 
u • H, such that 
(gv - gu, Y (Tu ,  Au))  > f (u )  - f (v ) ,  Vv  • H, (2.3) 
which is called the generalized nonlinear implicit variational inequality. 
CASE 3. If T and A are both single-valued mappings, and N(y ,  z) = y - z, then problem (2.1) 
is equivalent to finding u • H, such that 
(gv - gu, Tu  - Au)  >_ f (u )  - f (v ) ,  V v • H, (2.4) 
which is called the generalized variational inequality, considered by Yao [2]. It has been shown 
in [2] that problem (2.4) includes many known variational inequalities of [10-19] as special cases. 
In brief, for suitable choice of the mappings g, f, N, T, A, one can obtain a number of known 
classes of variational inequalities and complementarity problems as special cases from prob- 
lem (2.1). Furthermore, there are a wide class of problems arising in mechanics, physics, op- 
timization and control, nonlinear programming, economics and transportation equilibrium, and 
engineering sciences, which can only be studied in the general framework of these generalized 
set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequalities. These are the main motivation of 
this paper. 
3. ITERAT IVE  ALGORITHM 
In this section, we construct he algorithm for solving the generalized set-valued strongly 
nonlinear implicit variational inequality problem (2.1) by using the auxiliary principle technique 
of Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [11]. We first give some definitions. 
DEFINITION 3. i .  A mapping g : H ---* H is called 
(1) strongly monotone i f  there exists a constant ~ > 0 such that 
(gu l  -- gU2,Ul -- U2) ~ O~IIUl -- U2112, VUl,U2 E H;  
(2) Lipschitz continuous i f  there exists a constant ~ > 0 such that 
Hg( 1) - g(u2)H <  llul - u2tl, vu ,u2 e H. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A set-valued mapping F : H ~ 2 H is called 
(1) strongly monotone ff there exist a constant "y > 0 such that 
(Yl -- Y2, Ul -- U2) ~ ")' [[Ul -- U2H 2 , V U i • H, Yi • Fui, i = 1, 2; 
(2) H-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant/~ > 0 such that 
H (Ful ,  Fu2) < 8 Ilux - u2 II, v ul, u2 • H, 
where H(., .) is the Hausdorff metric on CB(H)  (the family of all nonempty bounded 
closed subset of H ). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let T : H --* 2 H and N(., .) : H x H ~ H. 
(1) T is called strongly monotone with respect to the first argument of N, if there exists a 
constant a > 0 such that 
(N (Yl, ") -- N (Y2, "), Ul -- U2) >-- Ot I lul - u2l[ 2 , VUl ,  u2 • H, Yl • TUl,  Y2 • Tu2;  
(2) N is ca/led Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument, if there exists a 
constant B > 0 such that 
IIN(yx,') - N (Y2,')II _ IlYa - Y211, Vyl,y2 • n.  
In a similar way, we can define the strong monotonicity of the set-valued mapping T with 
respect o the second argument of N and the Lipschitz continuity of the mapping N with re- 
spect to the second argument. We use the auxiliary principle technique of Glowinski, Lions and 
Tremolieres [11] to construct he algorithm for solving the generalized set-valued strongly non- 
linear implicit variational inequality problem (2.1). For given constant 0 < p <_ 1 and u • H, we 
consider the auxiliary problem P(p, u) as follows. 
Find w • H, y • Tu and z • Au such that 
(v -w,w)+pf (v )  -p f (w)  >_ (v -w,u)  -p (gv -gw,  N(y,z) ) ,  Vv • H. (3.1) 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space, g : H ~ H strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants a > 0 and ~ > O, respectively, f : H ~ RU{+oo } convex and lower 
semicontinuous, N : H x H ~ H and T, A : H ~ CB(H) .  Suppose that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) the mapping x ~-* (gx, y) is convex for each y • H; 
(2) for given u • H, y • Tu,  z • Au, and O < p ___ l, 
(x, (x - u)/p) + f (x)  + (gx, N(y, z)) 
- ,  +oo, (llxll-  +c¢). 
Ilxll 
Then the auxiliary problem P(p, u) has at/east one solution. 
PROOF. Let T1 : H ~ H and f l  : H ~ RU{+oo } be defined as follows: 
and 
- - ,  x•H 
P 
f l (x)  = f (x)  + (gx, N(y,z) ) ,  Vy E Tu, z • Au. 
Obviously, 7"1 is strongly monotone and continuous. Since f is convex and lower semicontinuous 
and g is Lipschitz continuous, it follows from (1) that f l  : H --* RU{+oo } is convex and lower 
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semicontinuous. By condition (2) and [1, Theorem 1], there exists a unique w E H such that 
(v - W, TlW) >_ f l (w) - f l(v),  Vv e H. 
That is, 
(v - w, w) - (v - w, u) >_ p[f(w) + (gw, N(y, z))] - p[f(v) + (gv, N(y,  z))]. 
Hence, w E H is a solution of the auxiliary problem P(p, u). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Based on Lemma 3.1, we are now in a position to propose the following algorithm for the 
generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequality problem (2.1). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Let g : H --* H, f : H ~ RU{+c¢ } and N(., .) : H x H --* H, T ,A  : H --* 
CB(H).  For given Uo, we take Yo E Tuo and Zo E Auo. It follows from Lemma 3.I that the 
auxiliary problem P(p, Uo) has at least one solution. Let ul is a solution of the auxiliary problem 
P(p, uo). Since Yo E Tuo e CB(H) ,  Zo E Auo E CB(H),  by [24], there exist Yl E Tul, zl E Aui 
such that 
Ily0 - ylll < (1 + 1)H(Tuo, Tul), 
IIz0 - zlll _< (1 + 1)H(Auo, Aul) .  
Let u2 be a solution of the auxiliary problem P(p, ul). By induction, we can obtain sequences 
{y .} ,  {z.},  and {u .}  as follov~: 
( 1 ) H(Tu ' 'Tun+' ) '  Yn e Tun, Ily. - y.+l l l  -< 1 + 
z .  e Au . ,  I I z , , - : , ,+~l l<  1+~--~ H (Aun, Aun+I), (3.2) 
(v - U~+l, u,+l) + pf(v) - p f  (un+l) >_ (v - U~+l, u, )  - p (gv - gu,,+l, N(yn, zn) , 
VvEH,  n = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where 0 < p < 1/s a constant. 
From Algorithm 3.1, we have the following algorithms for problems (2.2)-(2.4). 
ALGORITHM 3.2. Let g : H ~ H, f : H --* RU{+c¢} and T ,A  : H --* CB(H)  be the same as 
those of Algorithm 3.1. For given uo, taking Yo E Tuo, and Zo E Auo, we can obtain sequences 
{y,}, {zn}, and {un} as follows: 
( 1 ) H(Tun 'Tu~+l) '  Yn • Tun, Ily. - y,,+lll < 1 + ~-~ 
z. eAu., I I z . - z .+ l l l<  1+~--~ H(Aun,Aun+l ) ,  (3.3) 
(v - U,+l, Un+l) + pf(v) - pf  (Un+l) >_ (v - U,+l, u~) - p (gv - gu,~+l, y ,  - z~) , 
VvEH,  n = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where 0 < p <_ 1 is a constant. 
ALGORITHM 3.3. Let g ,T ,A  : H ~ H, f : H --* RU{+oo } and N(., .) : H x H ~ H. For given 
uo, we can obtain sequences {un } satisfying 
(v - u,,  u, )  + pf(v) - p f  (u~) >_ (v - un, un-1) - p (gv - gun, N (TUn-l, Au,,_I)), 
Vv E H, n = 1,2, . . . ,  
where 0 < p <_ 1 is a constant. 
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ALGORITHM 3.4. Let  9 ,T ,A  : H --* H,  and f : H --* RU{+oo }. Forgiven uo, we can obtain 
sequence { Un } satisfying 
i v -- Un+l ,  Un+l) "1-" pf i  v)  -- p / iUn+l )  ~ iV -- Un+l ,  Un) -- p ig~) -- gUn+l ,  Tun - Aun) ,  
Vv•H,  n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where 0 < p < 1 is a constant. 
4. EX ISTENCE AND CONVERGENCE 
We now give the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H be a reM Hilbert space, g : H --* H strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants ~ > 0 and [3 > O, respectively, f : H --* R U{+oo} convex and lower 
semicontinuous. Let  T, A : H ~ CB(H)  be H-L ipschitz  continuous with constants l > 0 and 
m > O, respectively, N : H x H ~ H Lipsehitz continuous with respect to the first and second 
arguments with the constants ~ > 0 and 6 > O, respectively, T strongly monotone with respect 
to the first argument of N with constant 7 > O. Suppose that all the conditions in Lemma 3.1 
are satisfied. I f  
2(3, - k) 
0 < p < (r/2/2 _ k2 ), k < 7, k < bT, pk < 1, (4.1) 
k = [3rnZ + l0 x/ l " -  2a + [32, 
then there exist u e H, y e Tu,  z E Au  satisfying the generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear 
implicit variational inequa/ity problem (2.1), and 
Yn --* Y, Zn --* Z, Un ~ U, (n --, 00), 
where {Yn} , {Zn}, and {un} are sequences generated by Algor ithm 3.1. 
PROOF. By Algorithm 3.1, we know that 
(v - un, Un) + p f (v )  -- p f  (Un) >_ (V -- Un, Un- l )  -- p (9V -- gun, Y (Yn-1, Zn-1)) ,  Vv  • H, (4.2) 
and 
(v - an+I, Un+x) + pf (v )  - pf  (Un+l) > (v - un+l, un) - p (gv - gun+l, N (Yn, zn)) ,  
Vv • H, (4.3) 
where Yn • Tun  and zn • Aun are defined in Algorithm 3.1. 
Letting v = Un+l in (4.2) and v = un in (4.3), and then adding the two inequalities together, 
we get 
iUn+l - -  Un, Un -- Un+l) ~> (Un+l - -  Un, Un-1  - -  Un) 
- -  p (gun+l - gUn, N (Yn-1, Zn-1)) - p (gun - gUn+l, N (Yn, Zn)) 
and so 
I lUn+l  --  Unll 2 < iUn+l -- Un, Un -- Un-1) -I- p igun  -- gUn+l ,  N (Yn, zn) - N iYn-1, Zn-1)) 
p (Un+l - un - (gun+l - gun)) ,  Y (Yn, Zn) -- Y (Yn-1 - zn) 
+ (Un+l - Un, un - un-1 - p {N (Yn, zn) - N (Yn-1, zn)}) 
+ p (gun - gun+l, N (Yn-1, Zn) -- N (Yn- l ,  zn-1)) 
p Ilun+l - Un - (gun+x - gun) I[" II g (Yn, Zn) - Y (Yn-I  - zn)l[ 
+ I[Un+x - unll" Ilun - un-x - P {g  (Yn, Zn) -- N (Yn-1, zn)}ll 
+ Pllgun -- gUn+xll" II (g iYn - l ,  zn )  - g(Yn-a ,Z~- l ) ) l l .  
(4.4) 
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By the strong monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of g, we have 
[[U,+l - un - (gun+l - gu~)[I 2 = I l gu .+ l  - gu~l l  2 + I l u .+ l  - u . I I  = 
- 2 (gun+l - gun, un+l - un) (4.5) 
< (1 - 2~ + ~2) I l un+l  - u.I I  2 • 
From the Lipschitz continuity of N with respect o the first and second arguments and the 
H-Lipschitz continuity of T and A, we obtain 
IIg (yn, z.) - g (yn-l,z.)l l  <_ ~llYn - Y.- l l l  
<71(1+1)  H (Tun'Tun-1) (4.6) 
< ( l  + l )  blllu,~-l-u,,[I 
and 
[[N(yn-l,Zn)-N(yn-l,Zn-1)l l  <~llz,~-Zn-ll[ < ( l  + l )  rn~Sllun-un_lll. (4.7) 
By the strong monotonicity of T with respect o the first argument of N, the H-Lipschitz conti- 
nuity of T, and the Lipschitz continuity of N with respect o the first argument, we get 
IlUn -- Un-- 1 -- t9 (N (Yn, zn) - N (Yn-1, z.))l l  2 
_< Ilu. - u . -x l l  2 +p2 [Ig (yn, z,.,) - N (y,.,-1, zn)[I 2 
--2p (U n -- Un_l ,  N (Yn, Zn) - N (Yn - l ,  Zn) )  (4.8) 
222  _< 1 -2~+ 1+~ p in  I lu . -un - l l l  2. 
It follows from the Lipschitz continuity of g and (4.4)-(4.8) that 
+ 1 - 2p7 + 1 q- t2p2o 2 I lu.+l - u. l l  • Ilu. - U.- l [ I  
(/1/ /1/' ) 
= 1 + pk + 1 - 2p7 + 1 + n /2p2r12 [lUn+l - unll- I lu. - un-xlt, 
where k = Drn6 + lr/~/1 - 2~ + 82. Letting 
On= ( lq -1 )  pkq'~l -21r~q-( l ' t -1)212p2r l  2 
and 
we have 
8 = pk + X/1 - 2p'~ + 12p2~]2 
l lU .+ l  - - - I I  < o .  Hu.  - u . -111 • (4.9) 
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Obviously, On ~ 0 (n ~ oo). Condition (4.1) implies that 0 < 1 and so 0, < I, when n is 
sufficiently large. It follows from (4.9) that {u,} is a Cauchy sequence in H. Let u~ ~ u. From 
(4.6) and (4.7), we know that sequences {Yn}, {Zn} are also Cauchy sequences. Letting Yn ~ Y, 
zn ~ z, we have 
(v -u ,u )+pf (v )  -p f (u )  >_ (v -u ,u )  -p (gv -gu ,  N(y,z) ) ,  VvE  H, 
that is, 
(gv - gu, N(y, z)) > f (u)  - f(v),  Vv E H. 
Now we prove that y E Tu and z E Au. In fact, we have 
d(y, Zu) = inf{llY - wll: w • Zu} <_ Ily - y~ll + d(y~,Tu)  
<- [lY - Ynl[ + H (Tun, Tu) ~ O. 
Similarly, z • Au. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
From Theorem 4.1, we have the following results. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be a real Hilbert space, g : H --* H strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants a > 0 and ~ > O, respectively, f : H --* RU{+oo } convex and lower 
semicontinuous. Let T, A : H ~ CB(H)  be H-Lipschitz continuous with constants l > 0 and 
m > O, respectively, and T strongly monotone with constant 7 > 0. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the mapping x ~-~ (gx, y) is convex for each y • H; 
(2) for given u • H, y E Tu, z E Au and 0 < p <_ 1, 
(x, (x - u)/p)  + f (x )  + (gx, y - z) 
Ilzll --* +co ,  (llzll ~ +oo) .  
I f  
2(7 - k) 
0 < p < (l 2 _ k2), k < 7, k < l, pk < 1, k = ~m + lx / i -  2a +/~2, 
then there exist u E H, y E Tu, z E Au satisfying the generalized set-valued nonlinear implicit 
variational inequality problem (2.2), and 
y~ --* y, z~ --* z,  u~ --* u, (n -*  oo), 
where {Yn } , { zn } , and { un } are sequences generated by Algorithm 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a real Hilbert space, g : H --* H strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants a > 0 and j3 > O, respectively, f : H --~ R U{ +oo} convex and lower 
semicontinuous. Let T, A : H --* H be Lipschitz continuous with constants l > 0 and m > 0, 
respectively, and N(., .) : H x H ~ H Lipschitz continuous with respect o the first and second 
arguments with the constants r1 > 0 and ~ > O, respectively, T be strongly monotone with 
respect to the first argument of N with constant 7 > 0. Suppose that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) the mapping x ~-* (gx, y) is convex for each y • H; 
(2) for given u E H and 0 < p <_ 1, 
(x, (x - u)/p) + f (x)  + (gx, N(Tu,  Au)) 
Ilxll ~ +oo,  (llzll -~ +oo) .  
I f  
0<p< 2(~-  k) 
(W212 _ k2) ' k < "7, k < lw, pk < 1, k = ~m6 + b/X/1 - 2a  + ~2, 
then there exist u E H satisfying the generalized nonlinear implicit variational inequality prob- 
lem (2.3), and un --~ u (n --~ oo), where {un} is the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.3. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H be a real Hilbert space, g : H --* t I  strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous with constants a > 0 and ~ > O, respectively, f : t t  --~ R U{+oo} convex and lower 
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semicontinuous. Let  T, A : H --* H be Lipschitz continuous with constants l > 0 and m > O, 
respectively, T : H --* H strongly monotone with constant ~ > O. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the mapping x ~ (gx, y) is convex for each y E H;  
(2) for given u E H and 0 < p <_ 1, 
(x, (x - u) /p)  + f (x )  + (gx, Tu  - Au)  
Ilzll - ,  +oo, (llxll-  
/? 
2(7  - k) 
0 < p < (/2 _ k2----~ ' k < % k < l, pk < 1, k = ~m + Iv/1 - 23 +/32, 
then there exist u E H satisfying the generalized variational inequal ity problem (2.4), and 
un ~ u (n --* ~) ,  where {un} is the sequence generated by Algor i thm 3.4. 
REMARK 4.1. Theorem 4.1 extends and improves Theorem 3.1 of Yao [2] in three aspects: 
(1) general ize the single-valued mappings to set-valued mappings;  
(2) use nonl inear mapping N to replace the l inear operator  "+ "; 
(3) construct  an i terat ive a lgor i thm to approx imate the solut ion of problem (2.1). 
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